Being a Muslim male youth ally against DV

**MY SELF**

- **Learn** more about oppression and violence against women and girls from their POV
- **Understand** my own advantages as a young Muslim man and **Explore** my responsibilities in the face of oppression for the protection of women in my community

**MY FAMILY**

- **Follow** the examples of the prophet (PBUH) and the Fata
- **Confront** and **Reject** oppressive behavior/language and the advantages given to me by my family as a young Muslim man

**MY COMMUNITY**

- **Speak Up** when I hear people talking about it being okay to disrespect women/girls in our community knowing it's not true
- **Offer Safety** when asked to by women/girls facing oppression

*Step out of your comfort zone... #DVNOTMYDEEN*

*FIND MORE ON THE MALE ALLIES WEBPAGE!*